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Reviewer’s report:

In general review is nicely written, clear and concise. Only thing what I would suggest author's is to avoid usage of term "mutation". HGVS (http://varnomen.hgvs.org/; Cotton, Human Mut.2002, 19, 203.) and ACMG (Richards et al., 2015, Genet. Med., 17, 405-424.) strongly recommends to use term "variant" with appropriate modifier. Authors do use term "variant" a couple of times: p.5 line 14 it is "pathogenic BRCA1 and BRCA2 variants" but on p.7 line 21 - "deleterious ATM variants". While in both cases meaning is clear the second one doesn't correspond to guidelines. Term "mutation" has a strong inertia and appears in many papers but this isn't excuse not to use proper nomenclature.
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